
 

 

  

Contact the Advisor 

What is needed to complete this minor? 
 

0 hours of pre-reqs are needed for this minor 

 

15 hours of courses are required for this minor 

• 6 credit hours (2 classes) of Core courses from: 

o CLA 3103 Daily Life in Ancient Greece or 

CLT 3103 Epic Battle & Dramatic Reversals 

in Greek Thought 

o CLA 3124 Daily Life in Ancient Rome or CLT 

3123 Voyages & Metamorphoses in 

Roman Imagination 

o CLT 3370 Gods, Heroes, and Monsters in 

the Ancient World 

• 9 credit hours (3 classes) of ICC electives chosen 

under the guidance of the ICC advisor (elective 

options will vary each semester) 

o 3 credit hours max. can be lower-level 

15 = Total number of hours needed to complete the 

minor, including pre-reqs and minor requirements 

 

*12 hours of this minor can count towards the 42 

hours of upper level course requirement, depending 

on elective course choices (3000+) 
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Interdisciplinary Classical Civilizations (ICC) Minor Requirements 

 
How can this minor help me in the future? 

The Interdisciplinary Classical Civilizations (ICC) minor 

provides students with a a broad-based area of study 

encompassing the literature, history, linguistics, art & 

archaeology, philosophy, and religion of Greece, 

Rome, and the Near East from pre-history to late 

antiquity. For centuries, the study of these vibrant 

societies has been recognized as essential to a proper 

understanding of our own culture and, recently, there 

has been a renewed recognition of the skills such 

study develops. Students pursuing the ICC minor are 

offered a unique interdisciplinary approach that 

allows a customized exploration of the ancient world. 

Faculty from multiple departments offer a range of 

courses in diverse aspects of the ancient world. 

Students are able to acquire and develop specific 

applied skills through their studies, such as critical 

thinking, reading, & writing; research; interpersonal 

communication; intercultural & global fluency; and 

more.  
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ICC Sample Minor Plan/Sequence 

* This minor can be completed in at least 2-4 semesters depending on course volume per semester* 
 

Revised 10/05/19 

 

ICC Elective Notes: 

- Specific courses will vary each semester 

- Elective options can usually be found in the following other departments outside of 

World Languages: Anthropology, Art, English, History, Humanities & Cultural Studies, 

Philosophy, and Religious Studies 

- A general rule of thumb is that a class will count if at least 50% of the course content 

deals with aspects of the Classical traditions (contact advisor for more information) 


